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Magic through the
Linguistic Lenses of
Greek mágos, Indo-
European *mag(h)-,
Sanskrit m�y� and
Pharaonic Egyptian
�eka.
Aaron Cheak

You look up when you desire to be exalted. And I look down,
because I am exalted.

- Nietzsche.
1

Magic, like religion, is notoriously difficult to define. No scholarly consensus
can be said to exist, a fact compounded by the increasing tendency in recent
studies to deconstruct the very category of magic rather than provide a
constructive or at least heuristic definition of it. What is presented here is a
return to a philological basis of description, but one which attempts to extend
the linguistic analysis beyond the confines of a single language/culture. We
will therefore approach magic by considering some of its semantic and
etymological aspects, with specific attention to i) Persian magu- and Greek
mágos in Hellenistic antiquity, ii) the proposed Indo-European root of magu-
and its cognates, iii) the root and cognates of Sanskrit m� as basis of the
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concept of m�y�, and iv) the Egyptian concept of �eka and its signification
in Egyptian cosmogony and theology. Finally, we will conclude by identifying
a number of motifs which are felt to adumbrate a broader definition of magic,
yet which nevertheless remain consistent with the examples discussed. Before
we turn to this, however, some discussion of the nature of scholarship on
magic needs to be ventured.

Magic and Religion : To Separate or not to Separate?
Einar Thomassen has remarked that, as far as the history of religions is
concerned, magic is the black sheep in the discipline’s family of theoretical
concepts.2  This, it is suggested, explains why one of the first scholarly tasks
was the conceptual separation of magic from religion, followed by the
reduction of it to a social reality.3  While scholars are increasingly realising
the arbitrary nature of the magic-religion dichotomy, it appears that there is
ultimately no consensus as to whether religion and magic are conceptually
identical or separate. Yet evidence from the ancient world alone compounds
the ambiguity.

Scholars have become increasingly aware of the dual tendency to compare
magic, unfavourably, not only to religion, but also to science.4  Magic, it
seems, has suffered at the hands of polemicists since as far back as Plato,
the term being denigrated in order to exalt either logocentric paradigms on
one hand (philosophy, science), or communally sanctioned ‘irrationalities’
on the other (religion).5  In the words of Johnathan Z. Smith, magic has
become ‘doubly dichotomized.’6  The positivist-evolutionist tendency to plot
magic, religion and science (in that order) upon an ascending hierarchy
(proceeding from the irrational to the rational) further enables magic to be
chronologically subsumed by either of its opposites.7  Hence, magic is either
erroneous religion subsumed by righteous religion (as per Gnosticism and
Christianity), or pseudo-science subsumed by true science (as per alchemy
and chemistry). Further permutations are also possible. Magic has been
understood in terms of specific lacks or excesses that have been overcome
by suitably evolved forms of religion and science, 8  or conversely in terms
of a devolution from such evolved forms of religion or science (i.e., when
the chronological record did not support an evolutionist view). Either way,
we are confronted with an understanding of magic which proceeds from an
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arbitrarily constructed vantage. While some evidence supports the
perspective gained from such a vantage, other evidence does not, and it is
hence toward a more relativistic paradigm that post-existentialist scholars
have turned when confronted with the ultimate elusiveness or contingency
of any ‘solid’ authority. Indeed, there is a tendency to abandon any claim to
the validity of categories beyond the narrow limits of their demonstrable
socio-cultural construction, and a climate of over-specialisation has ensued
to compensate for previous over-generalisation.

Coequal with this dual dichotomization is the so-called ‘grand dichotomy’
that has informed Modernist scholarship (most notably in the legacy of Tylor
and Frazer).9  In other words, a gulf is seen to divide ‘us’ from ‘them,’
separating the rationalist West from that which is Other.10  Under the aegis
of Post-Modernism in general, and social anthropology in particular,11  the
projection of such Modernist religious categories is widely (and rhetorically)
disparaged. Hence a seemingly reactive oscillation toward the opposite pole
has developed, an orientation which prefers to see all grand or universal
understandings of reality as utterly contingent social-constructs. Extreme
ethnocentricism is accordingly replaced with extreme cultural relativism. Yet
it would seem that the tendency to deconstruct the category of magic, while
it usefully exposes the prejudices of those who use the term in an etic sense,
does little to clarify what it may have meant to those who used it in an emic
sense.12  Indeed, in spite of the increasing popularity of the ‘social-
construction-of-religious-categories’ approach,13  other scholars have
spoken for the validity and usefulness of the more traditional taxonomy. So
while recognition of the arbitrary nature of this dichotomy is apparent, so
too is the recognition of this dichotomy as an emic distinction in some of the
studied cultures. With this comes the necessity to distinguish between the
dichotomies created in the process of scholarship (i.e. etic distinctions) and
those evident within the material studied (i.e. emic distinctions).14  Ultimately
however, a lack of consensus prevails about the so-called demise of the
grand dichotomy, for some maintain that our religious categories may
nevertheless provide useful heuristic tools. That is to say, our dichotomous
categories, instead of being simply abandoned or rejected as products of a
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Western ethnocentric bias, may be more usefully refined and contextualised,
rather than unthinkingly universalised.15

The refinement rather than deconstruction of our religious categories is
somewhat justified in so far as ancient cultures exhibit emic examples of
equivalent distinctions. That the conceptual separation of magic and religion
antedates Early Modern theology16  is suggested most notably by recent
studies of magic in Antiquity. Here the two-fold polemic which pits both
religion and science against magic is viewed not merely as a retroactive
projection of Modern prejudices but, as H. S. Versnal and Fritz Graf have
shown, is in fact evident in the Classical world.17  That Greek philosophers
and doctors began to distinguish themselves over and against magicians as
early as the fifth century B.C.E. effectively displaces the Protestant and
positivist-evolutionist models that are generally viewed as the prototypes
for this dichotomising. Moreover, it argues for an understanding of these
categories as far more deeply entrenched in Western culture than previously
appreciated.

If the presence of our categories in fifth century B.C.E. Greece effectively
deposes the social anthropologist myth that projected religious categories
are a Modern (if not Modernist) construct. Jens Braavig’s identification of
the magic-religion dichotomy in Hindu and Buddhist sources effectively
demonstrates the existence of non-Western examples.18  Hence, the
recognition that the magic-religion dichotomy is present in both pre-
Reformation and non-Western contexts may be seen as reasonable
justification for the use of the categories as a general heuristic tool, but only
in so far as care is taken to contextualise the categories rather than to
universalise them.

Yet we will do well to remember that while such a theoretical distinction
between religion and magic constitutes the Western (i.e. Greco-Roman,
Judaeo-Christian) bias, this distinction, even in light of the supporting non-
Western examples supplied by Braarvig, cannot be extended to all non-
Western cultures.19  Hence, following from the views that i) an ‘unconscious
clinging’ to our received categories is counterproductive, and ii)
deconstruction of these categories tends to preclude any meaningful
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understanding of our subject, a more (self-)conscious use of definitions or
categories is posited in order to actually facilitate an understanding of magic
in any positive or meaningful manner.20

Realizing that magic can neither be conclusively separated or identified with
religion in a universal sense, other scholars have looked toward more fluid
models of the relationship magic-religion. In accordance with a generally
neglected aspect of Mauss’ theory,21  Goode,22  has usefully suggested that
a continuum rather than a chasm exists between the polarised opposites of
magic and religion.23  The dichotomy still exists, but it is mediated. The notion
thus arises that any given magical or religious phenomenon may be plotted
somewhere along the continuum, usually closer to one pole than the other,
but only rarely at either extreme. Such a view allows religion and magic to
blend and overlap. While this model is valuable, Thomassen’s suggestion
that an essential intertextuality characterizes the magic-religion relationship
is perhaps a more nuanced restatement of the position.24  Even when an
emic distinction is seen to exist between magic and religion, magic is still
informed by the religious and vice versa. Indeed, so much of the difficulty in
distinguishing magic and religion is due to the fact that often both are deeply
informed by each other’s conventions. At the very least, recognition of the
fundamental intertextuality of the magic-religion relationship seems enough
to avoid many of the pitfalls typically engendered when attempting to account
for their conceptual separateness or unity.

A Question of Semantics
PERSIAN magu-; GREEK mágos

The origins of the Western concept of magic lie in Greek antiquity. The
native term for magician in archaic Greece was ����, ‘sorcerer,’ which
referred to a socially marginal figure connected with the passage of the
dead between worlds and to indigenous purificatory practises of a probable
shamanic nature.25  In such a context we find healing in Homeric Greece
inextricably bound to magic, the term phármakon, ‘medicine, poison’ being
ascribed by Homer to medico-magical practises.26  This evidence suggests
that a blurring of spiritual and physical technologies is evident in the archaic
period,27  seemingly evincing a fundamental conflation of the dualities that
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would later be recapitulated in the symbolism of alchemy (e.g. medicine-
poison, healing-death etc.).

By the fifth century B.C.E., a foreign loanword came to predominate in Greek
descriptions of magic. Derived from the Iranian (Old Persian maguš, Avestan
mo�u, Elamite ma-ku-i�),28  and apparently signifying a ‘member of the
tribe,’29  the term mágos is a designation specifically understood by the
Greeks as well as by scholars as referring to a member of the learned Median
priest-class of Archaemenid Persia.30  More generally, the West-Iranian Magi
typically had the reputation in classical antiquity of being wise men heir to
ancient wisdom.31  Though the Persian priest, on closer scrutiny, seems to
have been a ritual specialist rather than a ‘magician,’ their practises were
nevertheless seen as foreign and alien to the civic religion known to the
Greeks.32  Over time the exotic and barbarous dimension of the Greek
perception became emphasised over the ethnographic realities,33  a change
which accounts for the subsequent employment of magic (Greek mageía)
to characterise religious practises or ideologies deemed aberrant, fraudulent
or Other. Terms such as mágos and mageía thus came to possess a dual
meaning, referring on one hand to Persian priests (regarded with some
prestige), and on the other to religious practices diverging from civic religiosity
(regarded as errant).34  This latter sense of magician came to refer particularly
to itinerant ritual specialists who offered religious services for a fee.35  The
general notion of the Magus however, came to be regarded with simultaneous
opprobrium and respect.

A century after Herodotus, a dual polemic arises against magic, indicating a
shift in awareness whereby philosophy and medicine begin to be distinguished
from the domain of magic. These tendencies are respectively exemplified in
the writings of Plato and the Hippocratics; in both cases the methods of
magic, which bordered on the domains of both the numinous and the medical,
became displaced as the disciplines of theological philosophy and medicine
were rationalised.36  By late antiquity, magic had become well established
as a term of disparagement.37  Competing religious factions contemporaneous
with nascent Christianity bear witness to a particularly intense need for
polemical denigration of religious alternatives. Amidst such a climate, the
term mágos became a polemical term par excellence. As Segal has shown,
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the would-be prophet had great need to simultaneously i) prove his numinous
authority and ii) distinguish himself from the stigma of magic.38  Thus a strong
sense of ambivalence came to characterise the charismatic philosopher and
divine-man (e.g. Jesus, Apollonius etc.), who could become a sage, sorcerer
or charlatan depending on one’s perspective (or bias).39  Indeed, a very
fine and, it would seem, arbitrary line separates the exercise of spiritual
power from the practise of magic, to the point where the magic-religion
distinction in late antiquity was based increasingly upon a politico-religious
expediency oriented towards monopolisation of the numen.

INDO-EUROPEAN *mag(h)-
Despite the vicissitudes of the word mágos in the Graeco-Roman world,
the question remains: what was its original significance? The Old Persian
term is of uncertain etymology.40  The most probable Indo-European root
of ‘magic’ is *mag(h)-,41  which refers primarily to the ideas of ability and
power. This is certainly the semantic field attested in Pokorny’s
Indogermanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch, which glosses Indo-
European magh- as ‘können’ (can/could, to be able), ‘vermögen,’ (to
do, to be able/capable), ‘helfen’ (to help, assist), and Indo-European magh-
ti- as ‘Macht’ (power, might).42   Mann’s An Indo-European Comparative
Dictionary lists two senses of *mag(h)-, the first of which refers to ‘charm,
delight,’ and the second to ‘contrivance, invention.’43

Cognates of *mag(h)- permit a more nuanced view. Among the Indo-Iranian
languages, we find Indic maghá-, ‘power, strength/force, wealth, gift,’44

maghávan-, maghávat-, ‘strong, powerful’;45  Iranian magu-, Old Persian
maguš, ‘magician.’46  The Thraco-Phrygian languages, preserved only in
Armenian, give us marthankh, ‘aid, means of help.’47  The Greek lexicon
furnishes m�khos, (Doric m�khos, poetic �������, ‘aid,’48  as well as
m�khan�´, (Doric m�khan	
, ‘device, art,’49  whence Latin machina,
‘machine, mechanism, aid, tool’ (figuratively: ‘cunning trick or ruse’).50  The
Germanic languages provide two of the senses attributable to the Indo-
European root *mag(h)-. The first, glossed generally with the modern
German cognate, ‘mögen’ (to want to, like to), is attested in Gothic magan,
Old Icelandic mega, muga, Old Frisian muga, Middle Low German mögen,
and Old High German magan, mugan. The second appears to be derived
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from Proto-Germanic *mag- (to be able, to have power), which in Germanic
forms *mah-tiz and *mag-ena.51  Examples, which include Gothic mag,
mahts, Old Icelandic magn, megin, Anglo-Saxon mæg, Old Saxon megin,
Old High German magan and Old Frisian mei, are glossed variously as
‘power, most important thing,’52  or ‘strength.’53  Among the Baltic languages
we find Lithuanian mãgulas, ‘numerous, many,’54  Latvian �����, ‘fantasy,’55

Old Church Slavonic ����, mošti, ‘can, to be able; to do,’56  and �����

(Russian ����), ‘power, strength.’57

What this string of ‘barbarous’ words suggests is that magic may primarily
find its etymological basis in concepts of power, ability and facility. Magic
might best be conceived as stemming from a semantic field which suggests
i) empowerment, ii) effectiveness, and iii) that which speeds, aids or quickens
power, ability and effectiveness. From the foregoing we may therefore
surmise, with Jean Gebser, that:

There is a word group correlating among others the words
‘make,’ ‘mechanism,’ ‘machine,’ and ‘might,’ which all share a
common Indo-European root mag(h)-. It is our conjecture that
the word ‘magic,’ a Greek borrowing of Persian origin, belongs
to the same field and thus shares the common root.

58

That said, it is necessary to reiterate that the presumed connection of the
name Magi with the reconstructed Indo-European root *mag(h)- is by no
means certain. Due to the tentativeness of the premise, it seems prudent to
temporarily undervalue its place in our discussion pending supporting
evidence. Therefore, to supplement our understanding of magic, and to
provide independent descriptive vantages, we will turn to two examples
which are linguistically unrelated to the Persian-Greek loanword and its
proposed cognates.

SANSKRIT m�y�
Little evidence appears forthcoming to suggest that the Sanskrit term for
magic, m�y�, is connected to the Indo-European root discussed above.59

The agreed etymology of m�y� derives it from the Sanskrit root m�, the
primary meaning of which is ‘to measure, mete out, mark off.’ Further
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permutations give i) to measure across/traverse; ii) to measure by any
standard, to compare; iii) to correspond in measure; iv) to measure out,
apportion, grant; v) to help anyone, anything; vi) to prepare, arrange, fashion,
form, build, make; vii) to show display, exhibit; and viii) to be measured, to
cause to be measured or built, measure, build, erect. 60  The Sanskrit root is
expandable to the broader Indo-European root, *med-, which describes
the concept of measure in the context of ancient Indo-European notions of
law. According to Emile Benveniste, the Indo-European root *med- forms
the basis of the Greek concepts ‘to take care of’ (medomai) and ‘meditate,
reflect, invent’ (m�domai); the Latinised Oscan concept of ‘magistrate’
(med-dix); the Latin concepts of ‘heal’ (medeor, medeo),61  and ‘measure,
moderation’ (modus, modestus); and lastly two Germanic concepts: ‘to
measure’ (Gothic mitan, Old High German mezzan, German messen) and
‘to reflect, make plans’ (Gothic miton, Old High German mezzon, German
ermessen). As has been indicated, the notion which is posited to unify these
diverse lexemes is that of measure. However, this is not a measure of material
dimension, but an ethical measure which is imposed on things. As Benveniste
points out, it is:

… a measure of which one is master and which implies reflexion
and choice, and also presupposes a decision. In short, it is not
something to do with measurement but with moderation, that is to
say a measure applied to something to which measure is
unknown, a measure of limitation and constraint […] which is
applied to a disorderly situation.

62

Hence, *med- suggests a ‘tried and tested measure which brings order into
a confused situation.’ This is apparently the root meaning of the derived
verbs signifying ‘to heal,’ which stem less from the notion of ‘giving health,’
and more from the concept of ‘submitting a disturbed organism to given
rules,’ or ‘bringing order into a state of confusion.’63  The measure of m�y�
then, is presumably to be understood in the sense of ‘taking measures,’ and
may be conceived as a process which rectifies and orders according to the
dictates or juridical customs of sovereign power. As scholars such as Georges
Dumézil have argued,64  divine sovereignty is dually composed in Indo-
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European ideology, consisting of a spiritual authority on one hand (the so-
called magico-religious function), and a temporal power on the other (the
regal-juridical function).65  In the former case, sovereign control is executed
via magic, in the latter via law and war.

All this is to suggest that the root m� is semantically centred in controlling
measures exercised by sovereign divinity. We may justifiably expand this
conception to include the very process that establishes the order which
divine sovereignty seeks to maintain. Thus, beyond the senses denoting
rectification and ‘healing’ exist those designating creation: ‘fashion, form,
make, build.’ Furthermore, permutations such as ‘show, display, exhibit’
(Monier-Williams) and ‘measure of limitation’ (Benveniste) suggest the
cosmogonic process of differentiation. That is to say, ‘show, display and
exhibit’ refer to appearance, and hence manifestation; ‘measure of limitation’
to the process of demarcation or delineation. These terms therefore indicate
the process whereby the invisible is made visible, the unmanifest manifest,
the unlimited limited, and so on.66  Let us refine our position by turning to the
mythic and philosophical expressions of m�y�.

Jan Gonda observes that a central meaning may be discerned amidst the
polyvalent uses and shades of meaning which adhere to m�y�.67  While it is
a fact that, in Sanskrit literature, one is able to distinguish between a pre-
Vedic m�y� (which is more ‘mythic,’ as exemplified in the magical exploits
of Rudra and Indra) and a Ved�ntic m�y� (which is more ‘philosophical,’
notable chiefly in early Upanishadic thought), care must be taken to avoid
emphasising one to the exclusion of the other.68  Thus, both the subjugating
power of Indra’s magical net, and the Brahminic doctrine of phenomenal
reality as an illusory veil obscuring absolute reality, must equally inform our
understanding of m�y�. Indeed, it is possible to define m�y�, after Jan
Gonda, in a way that accounts for both change and continuity. M�y� may
thus be discerned as an ‘incomprehensible wisdom and power enabling its
possessor, or being able itself, to create, devise, contrive, effect, or do
something.’69  It does not always refer to illusions or false-reality, nor does
it necessarily deal with the issue of phenomenal versus absolute reality (i.e.
m�y� vs. brahman).70  Instead, the mythic dimension of m�y� seems to
converge upon the exercise of miraculous power which results in the creation
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of concrete form.71  Accordingly, m�y� encompasses power, process and
tangible result. That is to say, it is usefully understood in terms of i) the
power which engenders an appearance, ii) the performative act of
engendering an appearance, and iii) the resultant appearance itself.72  Not
insignificantly, these three aspects of m�y� can be usefully compared to the
notions of �akti (‘power’),73  karman (‘to act, do’) and prak�ti (‘material
form’).74

It is necessary to emphasise that such a power is in essence amoral. That is
to say, m�y� acquires moral duality only insofar as ‘good’ or ‘evil’ agents
employ it (e.g. devas, ‘gods,’ or asuras, ‘anti-gods’).75  This instrumentality
of m�y� finds its most immediate expression in the form of Indra’s net
(indraj�lam). Like Varu�a’s noose (to which it is often assimilated), it
exists primarily as a symbol of divine superiority, and hence sovereignty.76

Its overmastering power is well represented in Atharvaveda 8.8.5-8:

The Atmosphere was the net ; the great quarters [were] the net-
stakes ; therewith encircling [them], the mighty one (�akrá)
scattered away the army of the barbarians (dá�u).  […]
Since great [is] the net of the great mighty one, the vigorous
(v�gnín�vant) – therewith do thou crowd (ubj) down upon all
[our] foes, that no one soever of them may be released. […]
Great, O Indra, hero (ç�ra), is the net of thee that art great, that
art worth a thousand, that hast hundred-fold heroism ; therewith
encircling the army of the barbarians, the mighty one slew a
hundred, a thousand, ten thousand, a hundred million. […]
This great world was the net of the great mighty one ; by that net
of Indra do I encircle all yon men with darkness.

77

Elsewhere, Indra’s net is synonymous with m�y�, conveying concepts such
as ‘magic,’ ‘spectacular feat,’ or ‘creation of phantasms.’78  Whether
employed by gods or anti-gods, m�y� is used to engender bewildering
form (appearance, manifestation), or to modify, disguise or otherwise alter
the appearance of a given form.79  This is most explicit in the divine ability to
shape-shift: ‘By his uncanny powers (m�y�) does Indra/ Rove around in
many a form.’80
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Ultimately, it is not a difficult transition from m�y� as ‘outward appearance’
to m�y� as ‘phenomenal reality,’ and in this way the mythological m�y�
finds continuation in a manner which is applicable to the cosmos as a whole.81

The philosophical dimension of m�y� may thus be seen to converge upon
the Upanishadic doctrine of the emanation of the phenomenal world by
brahman. If anything, the shift reveals the pronounced metaphysical
orientation which the Upanishads brought to Indian thought. Thus, in
conceiving reality on an increasingly cosmological scale, the meaning of
m�y� is not so much transformed, but widened to signify the entire matrix
of phenomenal appearance. This much is present in the passage from the
Atharvaveda cited above (‘This great world was the net of the great mighty
one’). However, in the Upanishads, this phenomenal matrix is distinguished
sharply from the absolute (i.e. the godhead), from which it is typically seen
as either a derived form, or as an illusory veil.82  This power is well
characterised as ‘hiding reality and projecting a pseudo-reality.’83  Yet m�y�
retains its sense of bewildering appearance, paired with a subjugating valence;
in its wider application, it bequeaths to the phenomenal world the same
qualities of bewilderment and confusion as are engendered by the m�y�-
wielding gods of the �g Veda upon their spectators.

PHARAONIC EGYPTIAN �����eka
Egyptologists are fortunate that the traditional Pharaonic Egyptian term for
magic, �k� (�eka), via its Coptic descendent (�ik), came to be identified
by the Egyptians with the Greek notion of magic (Greek mageía, Coptic
magia),84  thereby eliminating the problems usually besetting the use of
Western categories in the study of other cultures. That being said, the Egyptian
concept of magic is very different from that typically adhering to the received
Western understanding (which as we have seen is largely a product of
Graeco-Roman and Judaic-Christian perspectives).85

According to H. te Velde, �eka, stemming from the verb hwi-k� initially
concerned the one who ‘strikes’ (hw�, ‘to strike’) the doubles or vital
essences (k�w, ‘kas’) of the creator god. That is to say, the one who
consecrates, dedicates, or initiates the kas to life on earth.86  Following
from this, Robert Ritner suggests that the original significance of �eka is
thus the ‘consecration of images.’87  In the context of Egyptian ceremonial,
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this takes on particular significance, for not only is the root meaning of n�r
(the Egyptian term for god) also ‘image,’ but the Pharaoh, the priest, and
the objects employed by them in ritual are so many embodiments of divine
realities. Comments Ritner:

The ‘imagistic’ process is shown repeatedly on Egyptian temple
reliefs in which the king’s ritual presentation of food, diadems and
prisoners is a reflection of the god’s granting of life, prosperity,
and victory, each object being a tangible image of its abstract
counterpart. The essential unity of the divine and royal actor is
concretely embodied in the person of the Pharaoh, who is at once
god and living image, expressed theologically in such names as
[…] ‘The living image of Amon/Re.’ Obviously Pharaoh cannot
perform every rite in all temples, and thus these were performed
by his image, the priest. It is the priesthood which composed,
collected and performed rites and spells for both public and
private ceremonies, not merely imitating gods, but becoming them.
By an intricate series of consciously elaborated imagery, humans
may exploit the powers of the primordial gods.

88

That royal and priestly action is homologous with divine action therefore
suggests a functional identity by which humans can be magically assimilated
to gods. The divine power to act at a distance is perhaps reflected in the
word translated as ‘spells’ (��w, or akhu), which is traceable to a verbal
root signifying both ‘to be effective,’ and ‘to shine.’89  Accordingly, spells
have the literal nuance of ‘effective things,’ and, concomitant with this, they
may also denote an emanation. The latter notion seems to be justified
insofar as it is consistent with the role of magic in Egyptian cosmogony and
theogony.

�eka, in addition to being a concept, is also personified as a god, and
throughout Egyptian texts, no real distinction seems to be made between
the concept of ‘magic’ (�eka), the title ‘magician’ (�eka) and the god ‘Magic’
(����).90  The divine personification is portrayed in Spell 261 of the Coffin
Texts as the son of the Creator, as well as the causal, animating force of the
gods:
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I am he whom the Unique Lord made before two things
(‘duality’) had yet come into being in this land by sending forth his
unique eye when he was alone, by the going forth from his mouth
… when he put Hu (‘Logos’) upon his mouth.
I am indeed the son of Him who gave birth to the universe (‘the
All’), who was born before his mother yet existed. I am the
protection of that which the Unique Lord has ordained. I am he
who caused the Ennead to live … I have seated myself, O bulls of
heaven, in this my great dignity as Lord of kas, heir of Re-
Atum.

91

In the cosmogonic and theogonic process (which is cyclic, recurring with
each dawn), ���� as the first-born son of Re-Atum, is in actuality ‘the
hypostasis of the creator’s own power which begets the natural order,’ and
as such may be seen to reside within the creative word itself (i.e. ‘logos,’
personified as Hu).92  ���� is therefore coeval or consubstantial with his
father, and while ���� manifests as the son of Atum-Re, he does not do
so as a newly created god, but as the expression (cf. b� or ba) of the vital
essence or power (ka) of the creator himself.93  The epithets of ����,
such as ‘First-born son (of the creator-god)’ and ‘Eldest Magician,’ are
therefore explicable by virtue of his provenance as the primordial power
which initiates, permeates, animates and ultimately actualises existence.94

Just as the creator must precede the theogony, so too must his creative
force, personified as ����, necessarily antedate the divine forces that it
brings into being (to include ‘rival’ first-born deities such as Shu).95

Of course, ����’s primacy as a personification of divine creative power
does not preclude other roles. This is most notable in the chthonic journey
of the solar bark, where ���� protects the sun-god against nocturnal
dangers, the most formidable of which is the eternally regenerating serpent
of chaos and non-existence, Apophis.96  In the tenth hour of the Book of
Gates, for instance, we find the god ���� wielding nets to constrain and
control Apophis, thereby effecting the dominance of divine order over
primeval chaos through magical binding.97  Thus, the power which establishes
the ordered universe at daybreak, inherent both to the generation and
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animation of existence, is wielded by night to defend the created order and
destroy its enemies.

It is thus apparent that the force embodied as ����, like the net wielded
by Indra, is an ultimately bivalent force. This follows from its instrumentality,
and as such it may be understood as an essentially unadulterated power.
Indeed, lexical evidence tells us that as early as the twentieth dynasty, the
phonetic rendering of the god’s name was often replaced with the emblem
of the lion’s hind-quarters (p�ty), to which is ascribed the meaning of
‘strength/power.’98

Thus, the concept of �	ka is primarily understandable as a bivalent force
inherent in the ka or vital essence, and able to be emanated to effect creative/
apotropaic and destructive influence. Like *mag(h)- and m�y�, it is deeply
bound with notions of power, effectiveness and the ability to do. Therefore,
evidence philologically unrelated to Indo-European *mag(h)- serves to
consolidate, via cultural if not linguistic parallel, the tentative identification of
Persian magu- with the semantic field of strength and ability. Moreover, the
instrumentality of magic, expressed in both the ���	
�	eda and the Book
of Gates as a binding net, seems to correlate well enough with the notion of
‘mechanism’ or ‘tool’ attributable to *mag(h)-. Additionally, while m�y�
and �eka are without doubt forces of domineering subjugation, their
destructive valence is compensated by their connection to the sovereign
creative force that underpins the phenomenal cosmos. Overall, we can begin
to see a basic facility between the numinous and the concrete.

Between Essence and Manifestation
By way of conclusion, we will draw attention to a few motifs which may
reveal additional meaning. It should be noted that such can only be preliminary
to a more encompassing theory of magic, and should not be mistaken for a
comprehensive nor universal definition. At most, I seek to articulate some
of the common underpinnings discernable in the material presented above.
Where appropriate, I will cross-reference material outside the bounds of
the present discussion in order to further consolidate the significance of the
motifs identified.
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As we have seen, the semantic complex of power-ability-effectiveness is
evident beyond the proposed cognates of mágos. Magic, as apprehended
through the linguistic lenses of *mag(h)-, m�y� and �eka, all converge on
the power to do.99  In the latter two examples, this is closely connected with
the power of affecting and effecting appearance (e.g. phenomenal reality,
living image). This sense is not explicit in the Indo-European derivatives of
*mag(h)-; only the Latvian cognate ����, ‘phantasy,’ gives us a comparable
sense. Yet, in the predominantly Greek-influenced magical tradition of
Western Europe (of which the Florentine Neoplatonists are representative),
it is precisely the notion of phantasía, ‘imagination’ that is discernable as a
fundamental magical concept.100  Here it is worth noting that the Greek term
phantasía (derived from the verb pha�n�, ‘to appear, to be apparent, to
come to light’) is bound to the notion of that which is phenomenal
(phainómenon). Derived from the same verb is phant	z�, ‘to take a definite
appearance, to take shape – as of a spectre, or to give oneself an appearance,
to exalt oneself.’101  All this pertains quite transparently to phenomenology.
Of this, we may extrapolate two orders: A first, which simply signifies
manifestation, and a second, which seems to recall the Vedic understanding
of m�y� as an ability or power to affect an appearance in the phenomenal
world. One pertains to the manifest world itself (i.e. the world of phenomena),
and the other to something beyond the world of appearances which is able
to reveal itself in phenomenal form (e.g. as in a theophany).

The primacy of power in our discussion of magic has some further
implications that require explication. The deep and fundamental connection
of magic to power provides the basis upon which we may understand much
of its attendant symbology. This is most notably structured in terms of a
divine-human continuum. The scale of being from human to god is functionally
equivalent to a scale of power. Relative positions on this scale are sufficient
to account for the duality of god and human, immortal and mortal, subjugator
and subjugated, master and slave, and so on. Moreover, it also provides
the basis of initiation, which is not only founded upon ontological transition,
but accounts for the strong presence of liminality in the mechanics and
symbology of magic.102  Thus, to acquire magical power is equivalent to
making the transitions which result in self-deification, as was explicitly the
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case in Egypt where identification with the deity was fundamental to the
mechanics of magic.103  More power meant more ability, more effectiveness,
and was analogous to more ontological freedom in the cosmos. Conversely,
less power meant less ability, effectiveness and freedom in the cosmos.
Almost unanimously, this conception of reality is overwhelmingly cast in the
symbolism of binding; fettering and unfettering thus become the currency of
subjugation and liberation upon the scale of being. Magically, this finds diverse
expression: Indra’s net, the bound prisoner motif in Egyptian ritual, the Greek
katádesmos and Roman defixio, Giordano Bruno’s vinculum, to name
but a few.104  Moreover, it is here where we can most clearly see the
boundaries between religion and magic dissolve, as is suggested, for instance,
in the root meanings of relig� (‘tie up, fasten’) or yoga (‘to yoke’).105

Even in philosophy, the will to power has been expressed (by Nietzsche) as
Selbst-überwindung, literally ‘self over-winding.’106

Finally, that the magician could effect a resonance or identification of human
and god on the scale of being suggests, as it were, some bond between
these dimensions of existence. This is implicit in so far as the divine power
of magic actually gives rise to the manifest or phenomenal world, whether
emanated as cosmogony or projected as a bewildering veil. Thus the impetus
toward divine power, like Gnosis, may be conceived as a return to an original
or primordial condition;107  it is tantamount to a reversal of the cosmogony,
a withdrawal of projected delusions. Indo-European traditions are less
anticosmic; rather than a ‘fall’ from spirit to matter to be rectified by salvific
ascent, the transition is viewed as an eternally recurring shift between
microcosmic and macrocosmic orders of manifestation (the basic substance
of each condition being identical, merely constituted differently at different
moments in the cosmic cycle).108  Grounds exist to suggest that the theogony
sung by the Persian Magi during ritual sacrifice109  bespoke the creative
phase of precisely this cosmogony.110  Egyptian processes of eternally-
regenerating creation are not entirely dissimilar. All this is to suggest that the
bond between essence and manifestation is cyclic, as reflected in the phases
of interiorisation and objectification, union and separation, ‘love and strife.’111

Esotericism and exotericism, magic and religion, may well be seen as
complimentary, any distinction between them being one of relative orientation.
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Be that as it may, it is enough to establish that the path to attaining divine
power is centripetal, while the path of exercising divine power is centrifugal.
Our etymologies affirm that magic is most closely related to the latter phase.
What is fundamental to magic is sufficient mastery over the process, which
brings us back to the concepts of power, ability, and effectiveness (*mag(h)-
). Whether magic is the vital power consubstantial with divinity and
responsible for the generation and animation of the phenomenal world (�eka),
or the bewildering power of appearances which conceals and reveals
absolute reality (m�y� ), mastery over this power enables both the trans-
empirical manipulation of phenomenal reality (hence magic as commonly
understood), and the ‘shifting of the veil’ to reveal absolute reality (hence
self-deifying Gnosis).
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Research Notes
Although the JSM encourages longer articles, the
following is an example of the type of succinct,
thought-provoking and detailed shorter piece that we
would be delighted to see in our new ‘Research Notes’
category: The symbolism of the pierced heart
Joyce Froome

The beginning of the 20th Century was the golden age of the greetings
postcard, a time when this interesting popular art form reached
extraordinary heights of tasteful sentimentality. A typical Valentine’s

Day card of the period shows a charming, realistically childlike Cupid, with
golden wings, seated on a wall. Attached to the wall is a target, with a heart
as a bull’s-eye, with a golden arrow sticking out of it.1

This is the image of the pierced heart at its most innocent. Indeed, a great
deal of artistic skill has gone into creating that impression of innocence. It is
all the more startling, therefore, to discover that at around the same time
Margaret Murray (no less) was collecting a very different, and literally blood-
soaked, example of heart symbolism:

“When you greatly wish to summon a person you must cut out a
heart of red flannel, and thoroughly soak it with your blood. Stick
a needle through it. At the stroke of midnight you must throw it
into the fire saying:
‘It is not this heart I wish to burn
But the heart of (-) I wish to turn.
May he (she) neither eat nor drink nor sleep
Until with me he/she come to speak.’”

2

Two different uses of the symbolism of the pierced heart, with clearly a
huge gulf between them. How can the same basic image take such divergent
forms?
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